hospitals). Twenty-nine patients received chemotherapy, three of whom received it preoperatively. These patients were not separately analysed, since they did not differ from those who did not receive chemotherapy as regards clinico-pathologic factors or outcome.
The median follow-up time for the 89 patients alive at last follow-up was 16 (range 7Ð32) years. Eighty-three patients developed local recurrence, 42 of the 74 treated outside the Center and 41 of the 184 treated at the Center. At latest follow-up 100 patients had developed distant metastasis, giving a 5-year metastasis-free survival rate (MFSR) of 0.63.
Compared to the population-based database, the 259 patients were a representative subset as regards age, sex, tumour localization, tumour depth, tumour size, malignancy grade, microscopic tumour necrosis, vascular invasion, local treatment, metastasis rate and length of follow-up. In the present series liposarcoma was more common (15% vs 10%) than in the database, and leiomyosarcoma was less common (18% vs 25%).
Flow cytometric DNA analysis
One representative paraffin-embedded block was chosen for disintegration and analysis. A 4-µm section adjacent to the 100-µm section for disintegration was stained with haematoxylin and eosin and served as control to ensure that preserved and non-necrotic sarcoma tissue was analysed. The DNA analysis was performed principally according to Schutte et al (1985) , including treatment with trypsin and staining with propidium iodide. The DNA content in individual nuclei was analysed in an Ortho 50 H cytofluorograph (Baldetorp et al, 1989 ).
S-phase fraction
Baisch SPF was calculated with a planimetric method (Baisch et al, 1975) assuming the S-phase compartment to constitute a rectangular distribution between the modal values of the G0/G1 and G2 peaks, and was expressed as the percentage of nuclei in the S-phase of the total number of nuclei. In case of bimodality in the 2C region, i.e. neardiploidy with a DNA index (DI) for the nondiploid stemline below approximately 1.3, a mean SPF value for the diploid and non-diploid stemline was calculated. When the DI exceeded 1.3, and if the corresponding G2 peaks were distinctly separated, the SPF was calculated exclusively for the non-diploid stemline. In case of two or more non-diploid peaks, the SPF was calculated in the most prominent non-diploid stemline. SPF was not calculated if the corresponding G2 peak in the histogram could not be identified, or if the non-diploid stemline was small (G0/G1 < 15% of the total number of observations), or if the coefficient of variation (CV) of the G0/G1 peak exceeded 8%, or if the contribution of debris in the SPF compartment of the histogram was too extensive (Shankey et al, 1993) . Nuclear aggregates were gated out using thresholding capabilities of the DNA analysis software in the Ortho 2140 data handling system.
MultiCycle
The SPF was calculated using the commercial MultiCycle software (version 3.1.1, Phoenix Flow System, San Diego, CA, USA). This software is based on the non-linear least square curve-fitting method described by Marquardt (1963) . All G0/G1 peaks and G2 peaks in the DNA histogram were fitted by Gaussians and without restrictions on the CV values of the G2 peak (free from the CV of the G0/G1 peak). Furthermore, the S-phase compartment was always fitted by a zero order polynomial (y = constant). The SPF was calculated in five different ways:
1. Without any background correction (= subtraction) (in Tables  2 and 3 denoted Ôno corrÕ). 2. With a cell-related exponential background correction (in Tables 2 and 3 denoted ÔexpÕ). 3. With a cell-related exponential background correction including nuclear aggregate compensation based on the random probabilistic nuclear aggregation theory, as described in the MultiCycle operators manual (in Tables 2 and 3 denoted Ôexp-clustÕ). 4. With a sliced nuclei background fit including an exponential function for the left-most events in the DNA histogram (in Tables 2 and 3 denoted ÔsliceÕ). 5. With a sliced nuclei background fit including an exponential function for the left-most events in the DNA histogram including nuclear aggregate compensation based on the random probabilistic nuclear aggregation theory, as described in the MultiCycle operators manual (in Tables 2 and 3 denoted Ôslice-clustÕ).
Criteria for S-phase calculation were used according to the guidelines in Baldetorp et al (1995) and the recommendations described in the MultiCycle operators manual.
Statistics
The data were analysed using the χ 2 test with the Yates continuity correction when indicated. Analyses of MFSR were univariately performed with KaplanÐMeier methods and the generalized Wilcoxon test.
RESULTS

Successful calculations
SPF could be calculated in 159 of the 259 patients using the Baisch method; the reasons for failure were high background distribution and/or a small non-diploid peak and/or a high CV. SPF could be calculated in 253 patients using the MultiCycle program, the reasons were a high CV and/or no G2 peak. The mean SPF values varied between 6.0% and 13.6% and the median values varied between 4.0% and 11.5% depending on which method was used. Regardless of method used, the median SPF values were at least three times as high for aneuploid tumours as for euploid tumours (Table 2) .
Prognostic separation
For each method the prognostic strength was analysed using the cut-off at (1) the median SPF value, (2) at 3.0%, and (3) at the optimum for each method. The cut-off value chosen was the one which gave the largest separation in MFSR at 5 years between the group with good prognosis and the one with poor prognosis. This cut-off value varied between 3.0% and 9.0%; lowest for Baisch and for MultiCycle with exponential background correction, and highest for MultiCycle without background correction and for MultiCycle with background correction for sliced nuclei.
The best separation in 5-year MFSR between the good prognosis group and the poor prognosis group was seen using the Baisch method with cut-off value at 3.0%; 0.94 vs 0.53 (Table 2) .
Late metastasis
The Baisch method was better than the others in identifying patients with late first metastasis; four out of seven patients with SPF 0Ð3.0% according to Baisch had their first metastases diagnosed after 5 years. No other method could demonstrate this phenomenon (Table 2) .
Subgroup analysis
In the 159 patients in whom SPF calculation according to Baisch was successful, the best prognostic separation in metastasis-free survival at 5 years was found using MultiCycle with cell-related exponential background correction and with nuclear aggregate compensation based on the random probabilistic nuclear aggregation theory (Ôexp-clustÕ). The Baisch method again was the best for identification of patients with late first metastasis (Table 3) .
DISCUSSION
SPF has been identified as a prognostic factor in several malignancies: breast cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, colorectal cancer, carcinoma of the ovary, endometrial cancer, prostate cancer (Merkel and McGuire, 1990; Sigurdsson et al, 1990; Gudmundsson et al, 1995; Bratt et al, 1996) and recently in STS (Huuhtanen et al, 1996; Collin et al, 1997; Gustafson et al, 1997) .
The quality of the DNA histogram may depend on several factors:
1. The contribution from cellular debris may cause different background patterns in the histogram depending on tumour type 2. The background may vary depending on whether the specimen is derived from a freshÐfrozen or paraffin-embedded material.
For S-phase calculation specifically, the question arises how to handle the background contribution from cellular debris and/or nuclear aggregates. The traditional non-parametric model described by Baisch et al (1975) is based on finding a region of the S-phase compartment minimally influenced by debris and aggregates . Thus, a visual correction for obvious A = total number possible to calculate; B = mean SPF value (%); C = median SPF value (%); D = range (%); E = median SPF value (%); F = optimal cut-off values (%) found after step-wise analysis of maximum separation between curves in a Kaplan-Meier plot; G = number of patients in groups; H = 5-year metastasis' free survival rate with optimal cut-off, 'good' group/'bad' group; I = in 'good' group: number of patients with metastasis after 5 years/total number of patients with metastasis. No corr = no background correction. Exp = exponential background correction. Exp-clust = exponential background correction with cluster compensation. Slice = correction for slices. Slice-clust = correction for slices and clusters. e = euploid. ae = aneuploid. SPF = S-phase fraction.
background contribution is performed. This method has been reported to be of prognostic value in several malignancies other than STS: breast cancer, endometrial cancer and prostate cancer. However, this model requires considerable experience with nonautomatic DNA analysis interpretation for objective and reproducible results StOEl and Baldetorp, 1998) . In the parametric models all compartments of the DNA histogram are mathematically estimated by e.g. a least square curve-fitting technique, which may produce objective and reproducible results on all parameters of the DNA histogram. However, regardless of the method used, it is impossible to validate the correctness in the background correction. Thus, the final SPF calculation may well be data without relevance to tumour kinetics and/or clinical course. Furthermore, it is difficult to define objective criteria regarding background distribution and/or the size of the DNA stemline to be analysed to permit a reliable calculation of SPF. Attempts to recommend different types of mathematical correction models for SPF in various settings have been made (Beck, 1980; Bagwell et al, 1991; Rabinovitch, 1991) , and at a consensus conference experiences were pooled into general recommendations and guidelines for clinical DNA flow cytometry (Shankey et al, 1993) . Huuhtanen et al (1996) analysed 155 paraffin-embedded STS, using MultiCycle with the sliced nuclei option for background subtraction. SPF could be calculated in all patients, and three subgroups were used. A high SPF predicted a shorter survival in patients with diploid tumours. Gustafson et al (1997) analysed 260 paraffin-embedded tumours using the Baisch method. SPF could be calculated in 160 of these tumours, and two subgroups were used. High SPF (> 3.0%) was an independent prognostic factor for metastasis. Collin et al (1997) found SPF ³ 4% calculated according to the Baisch method to be an independent prognostic factor for tumour death in 132 patients with STS. Also in this series the reported failure rate was 40%, despite the use of frozen material.
We have earlier shown that patients in whom calculation of SPF according to Baisch failed have a different distribution of histotypes and malignancy grades, and a worse 5-year MFSR, implying that they may belong to a different subset of STS patients (Gustafson et al, 1997) . In the present series, using the MultiCycle software, it was possible to calculate the SPF in the majority of cases where the Baisch method failed. However, the survival for the Ôpoor prognosisÕ group using MultiCycle was not significantly separated from the Ôpoor prognosisÕ group using the Baisch method. On the other hand, the survival for the Ôgood prognosisÕ group was worse using MultiCycle than using Baisch. It is obvious that the Baisch method, using international consensus guidelines on when not to calculate SPF, inherently selects a group of patients with good prognosis. In a large series of breast cancers, SPF calculation using the Baisch model gave results with higher prognostic significance that models using background correction .
The possibility to identify patients who will metastasize late is of clinical importance; they may be at risk of developing metastasis and/or local recurrence for a longer time-period, and may require a longer follow-up period (Gustafson et al, 1997) .
We conclude that for clinical use in STS, despite a high failure rate, SPF should be calculated using the Baisch planimetric method when using paraffin archival material. This model gives the best prognostic separation in metastasis-free survival, and also the possibility to identify patients who require a longer follow-up. No corr = no background correction. Exp = exponential background correction. Exp-clust = exponential background correction with cluster compensation. Slice = correction for slices. Slice-clust = correction for slices and clusters. n = number of successful calculations. Optimal cut-off found after step-wise analysis of maximum separation between curves in a Kaplan-Meier plot. MFSR = metastasis-free survival rate. SPF = S-phase fraction.
